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ABSTRACT
Computers have been used in a variety of applications

for athletics since the late 1950's. These hive ranged from
computer-controlled electric scoreboards to computer-designed pole
vaulting poles. Described in this paper are a computer-based athletic
injury reporting system and a computer-assisted football scouting
system. The injury reporting system uses an optical mark sense form
on which various data concerning an athlete's injury and subsequent
treatments are entered. Report programs then produce various
statistics and information on player statuses for the coaching and
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ready-made forms that may be used to record observations on
individual plays and players. A series of reports may be requested by
the user. Sample reports from the football scouting system are
provided. (DGC)
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CAA: COMPUTER ASSISTED ATHLETICS

John H. Hall, Assistant Director
Computer nesearch Center

University of South Florida

The proliferation of computer and computing
technology in the past ten years has had an
effect on nearly all academic disciplines. Cer-
tainly, athletics and related programs are no

exception. The utilization of computing services
as well as the number of applications supporting
athletics is low when compared to more tradition-
al computer related activities (e.g.. engineerins,
science, etc.); however, very much on the in-

crease.
The indoctrination, of students in high school

and college to computers and their technology has
resulted in orienting people of all disciplines
to the merits of computing. Ilii-t, coupled with

the insrcasing availability of hardware, has pro-
vided di? opportunity to apply the valuable re-
sourcts f automation to support athletics.
National expo...nre of professional athletics and
the fre,,meat references in the media to the pro's
use of competers have .!so served as catalysts to
many people responsible for athletic programs to
investigate the computer's potential for their

situation.
The use of-computers by athletics and their

related activities is a very recent phenomtnon.

!k attempts were rude as early as the late
1950s to intetrate co-Tutiog Lou. sports. A

baseball team tiieJ replacing the manaeer con-
cept of running their team with rotating head

coaches. They also used the computer to solve
such problems as which relief pa-her to call in
a certain situation, and probably which candi-
date for head coach should be next in line when
the incumbent failed to yield a winner. They

had several polrs among vaiali were: (a)

flit lack of gsad hall players, (h) the atti-
tude that plovers shoeld play the game with-
out the interference of computets, ind (c) the

lack of crealbilitv concerning the information
furnished by the eomputer.

Several other experlents were tried
through the early and mia l'160s. Mo..t were

Indeed .:xploiatry in natore, amd required a
high level of carpatel ohistication on the
part of the me, such that few, if one, were

announced as successful. The introduction
and ultimate availabi1ity of third veneration
compater::, their terminal capobslitiv,, a.14 more
Bantle iiib lev:1 1,-artnaves 19 eu,bt a whole Ili :4

base from which to apply compn,cng ,:o athletic,

and sport,- today: such things aq conversatioral
termini's, sp-aial purpose mine -compnters, avail-
ability of data bw.e technology, the ptential
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of medium-large scale central processing units,
and breadth of knowledge in the application of
computing have served to provide sports and ath-
letics with some many unique and creative systems.

Certainly one of the more common uses for the
computer in support of sports and athletics is the
processing of administrative data. Accounting,
budgeting, and other business type functions are
assisted by data processing systems both for pro-

fessional and amateur program. Such things as
computerized season's ticket files and lists are
often used when the number of tickets involved is
very large. Most of the systems in operation that
perform such functions as listed above are in-
directly supportive of the athletic programs. The

main theme of this paper c.iil however, deal with
applications of more direct support for athletic
contests and athletes through the use of comput-
ing.

Research efforts assisted by computer modeling
and testing have had a very significant impact
on various sports programs. A recent television
special dealing with football injuries devoted

a large portion of time to the portrayal of study
efforts aimed at improving the design of the foot-

ball liclment. Several major universities were
involved and explained thoir research techniques
which involved a great deal of modeling and im-
pact study aralysis via computer. Should these
studies resuit in n safer helret, as it appears
they will, the impact on the football player will

be very direct and beneficial.
Another cxamole of beneficial research that

could lead to improved performance was done by
Professor James B. Vernon, associate professor of
mechanical engineering at the Fnivrity of
Southern California. Professor Veinoa hoc. de-

signed and built a pole-vaulting pole with a bend
in it.' He used the compoter to help solve the
very complex energy problems involving the motion
of the vaulter, energy in the pole, ett. Optimiz-
ing on his theory and using a proper bent pole
design and vaulting: tecnnigne, Proftlsor Vernon
predicts the theoretical possibility of a 2811
foot vault.

Contests have bean directly affected by the
use of computers in many wys. Conferonces have

-__-- ---
1 James B. Vernon, "Pre-Bent Pole Looks Promis-

ing," The Bent of Tau Beta Pi Fall, 1974, pp.

14-15.
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...liedole their oftieial vi i computer, and used

the saro ueat -Is to evaluate tlo.ir performoice.

Several peetfi. of computer driven

.ied display dev:cs have broil pnDlicized

recently. .\ couple o: yeais ago an IBM 1110 was
rowited in A van and made the professional golf

tour. the side 01 Cue VAR served as the score-
hoird and the computer took core of keeping the
seoceboard up to date as the store.; for each hole

came :n. Certainly one of the most modern score/
message hoards in sports today is at the Harry S.
frt lan conpoes in Kansas City. Joe Garagiola of

NBC did one of his special, on the operation of
the baseball scote ind oessage board and anyone
watching had to be impressed.

The professionals are not the only ones to
use computers to assist in contests regulation
and scoring. Lakeville Junior High, Lakeville,
Minnesota used it;; interactive computer on the
ilhs (Iota' Information Education Systems) net-

work for such a purpose.2 they set pairing by

wight, ;rode, and school for a wrestling tour-
nament ol nine teams and 150 wrestlers, Not

only did the aotouation of the pairing process'
save tire, it was tar more equitable in its sched-
uling and matching of-the wrestlers. Also, the

Lind hinual NCAA Nationai Gymnastics Championship
held at Pennsylvania State University used an
miterietive terminal system to tabulate the

scores for its participating institutions, 180
perforners, and 5,000 individual scores.3 The

itttricacies of the gymnastics scoring processes
were all (tided into the main computer, so team
and individual scores and totals were brought up

to date ir- mediately upon eatry. This allowed

officials, coaches, and others to gain current
status reports upon demand throughout the session.

Professional foothall is probably one of the
lost olottfic users of computer systems in sports

today. Nearly all of the pro teams use computer-
ized scouting reports to assist them in selecting

players in the draft.`' Player scouting is by no

means the limit of pre-football's computer

assistance. Opponent's tendencies on otfense and

defense as well as studying one's own tendencies
are among the many applied users of the computer
mt 'Jame planning. A more thorough explanation
of a ;:J70 scoutin4 program and its uses will be

covered lter in this paper.
Many other examples could be listed from near-

ly all rompttitive sports in which the computer

is used in one form or another. Specifics on

many 01 those appItcations are kept very confi-

dent:al the teams using them. lire advantage

of i tear knowing ti: snecific breakdown of

grouting dita used against them would undoubtedly

be a valuable asset. Having oeen closely in-
volved wi:11 the development of two systems used
direrrl; to support ath:etics, it's very clear
Humt such syst,s can be very valuable to a

spotty program. The description of these two

systems follow:

Richard Roue, "latching Up the Grunt and
Gtoolets" NEUS Monit2r, April, 1974 page 4.
"'stet', feiminal Score. Athlet's Feats,"
Corpoteivri 14, December 4, 1974, page 8.

4 1:ard, two. , "tIord to the Wise," New York

News Ootobei 21, 19/1, Sports Section.

'
Kyle Rote, "Computer in the Starting Lineup,"

:hink October, 1973, pp. 24-28,
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Athletle lolury Report System

The use of the computer to breik down dara on
athlytit injuries Is a natural. The proeess is

a reasonably mundane task and vety time consuming

if attempted manually. Howevei, the computer can

and will perform this analysis with extreme ac-
curacy sad speed. The trainer and his staff no

longer will need to spend many Ionics of manual
processing to produce reports of their activi-

ties. These mannat reports, at best, just
scratched the surface uf providing useful infor-
mation. The use of the computer in the analysts
process will allow a greater number of data items
to be considered and yet require less personnel
time to break down.

The procedure used at Northern Illinois Uni-
versity the past several years and adopted in
modified form for the 1973 year by seven univer-
sities in the Mid-American Conference is based on
the collection of injury data through the use of
an optical mark sense (OMR) readable sheet.6

(Figure 1) This sheet is used in the training
room and data is collected for each athlete re-
quiring the trainer's attention. Specific data

items are collected about the injury and its

treatments. There are two items on each side of
the sheet that are somewhat unreaited to the in-
jury itself, but absolutely required to machine
process the sheets. These two items are the
athlete's social security number and the injury
number which is merely a sequence number denoting
how many injuries the player has had requiring
visits to the training room. Each of these ele-
ments is required on both sides of the sheet to
insure the mechanical process of matching the
information on the two sides of the collection
sheet into a single machine processable record.

From looking at the sheet, it is obvious that
the process of recording the data is not an in-

significant task. And, indeed, a good bit of the
time formerly spent on reducing injury data manu-
ally can now be used in recording tte data on the

OMR sheet. There are probably several justifi-
cations and rationalizations for reinvesting this

time. First of all, the sheet has the capability
of recording a significantly larger number of data
items than are usually recorded under a manual

system. The more data collected, obviously the
more in depth analysis available on injuries and

their treatments. Tbe time spent coding the OMR
sheets can he spread through the entire season;
whereas, the manual compilatien of an injury re-
port at the end of the season would concentrate :c
great deal of time within a few days or weeks.
Also, after using the OMR sheets for several weeks
the process of recording on them becomes increas-
ingly faster and easier.

Analysis of the injury data requires several
steps. These steps are:

(1) Processing of completed forms through the
OMR reading device and converting data to
computer processable form.

(2) The execution of several computer programs
which match the two sides of the injury
form's data produced in the previous step

John 11.ii1,Alfred Kranz, Harold Morris, William
Tessendort, J. Randall Rvaa, "Northern Illinois
University Athletic injury Report System,"
Athletic Trailing, December, 19/4, pp. 184-185.
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Figure 2
Sample Injury Report

and the creation of a single computerized
record for each injury sheet.

(3) One or more computer runs to analyze the
records produced through a generalized
statistical package.

Specifically, N.I.U. uses a Digitek 100 OMR
mark sense reader aith a magnetic tape unit to
record the data in machine readable form. A
utility program sort is used to order the records
for each side of the sheet in social security and
injury number order. A FORTRAN program is then
run to combine the records for each side of the
sheet and will produce an error report for sheets
which do not have .latching sides.

the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) is then used to break the data
into usable information. SPSS is very convenient

to use 30 that very little computer expertise is
involved in its use. With 2-3 hours of training
most anyone can learn enough about SPSS to set
up the control cards for the analysis required.
The ability of SPSS to combine data elements in
cross-tabulating is just one of the uses for
breaking down the injury data. An example re-

port available might he a cross-tabulation of
football player's position by conditions at the

concurrence of the injury. (Figure 2)

It will now he possible although the programs
are not vet written, to save a complete injury
file for each competition year. Then an individ-

ual injury profile can b- produced for each ath-
lete at the end of his eligihility showing, each
injury and treatment from his first practice
through his lat game. This will be of immeasur-

86

ahle value in assisting the trainer to advise pro-
fessional scouts about a player, and in planning
for prevention of injuries.

In addition, it is entirely conceivable that
the availability of this data can lead to some very
significant research into the study and prevention

of athletic injuries. Should the collection and
synthesis of this data help in reducing the quanti-
ty and severity of athletic injuries any at all, it'
will have been worth the investment of time and
energy involved in its implementation and opera-
tion.

Football Scouting System

In the fall of 1969 the football coaching staff
at Northern Illinois University (NIU) used an
edged punched card system for scouting their oppo-
nents. After having spent some 40-100 man-hours
per week to break down scouting data, they de-
cided there had to be a better way. The coach
responsible for coordination of scouting came to
the NIU computer center and asked for help. In

studying the problem it was discovered that com-
puterized scouting systems existed at other insti-

tutions. However, the decision was made to design
a new system since those in existence were either
unusable or unavailable.7

7 J. H. Hall, "A Descriptive Analysis of a Compu-
terized Foothall Scouting System" (unpublished
Master's thesis, Northern Illinois University,
1972)
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The design of the scouting system was based
on a thorough set of noLcifications for the data
to be collected and repolts required. The list

of data lements to be used wa; finalized and a
general purpose scoutiPe data collection form
created. (Figure I) lhi form serves as both
the data collection device for the scout and as
an input document Co a keypunch onerator.

Plogyamming of the system was done in the IBM

FOURAN IV C. The program contains three distinct

sections. These sections are: for storage allo-
cation and definition; the reading, editing, and
storing of data; and report generation.

Storage allocatton and definition initializes
the descriptor information and allocates data
storage and work space i the program. The next

section reads the data cards, edits the data, and
stores the valid data in the space allocated by
the previous part of the program. The reports

are then generated end printed. The reports gen-

erated are as follows

1. Chronological List of Offensive Plays

2. Summary of Running Plays by Play Type

3. Summary of Running Plays Into and Away

from Strength.
4. Summary of Pass Plays Into and Away from

Strength

5. Summary of Plays by Backfield Alignment

6. Summary of Tendencies from the Hash Marks

(Figure 4)

7. Summary of Plays by Line and Backfield
Formation Combination

8. Summary of Plays by Down and Distance

9. Summary of Running Plays Through Each
Hole

10. Summary of Pass Plays to Each Receiving

Zone.

11. Summary of Each Principal Player's Play

12. Summary of Offensive Plays by Field Posi-

t ion

13. Summary of Backfield in Motion Plays

14. Chronological List of Defensive Plays

15. Summary of Defensive Success Against
Running Plays Through Each Hole

16. Summary of Defensive Success Against Pass
Plays to Each Receiving Zcne

17. Summary of Defensive Alignments by Field

Position

The computerized football scouting system
requires human judgment and interpretation in
analyzing the reports produced. The operation of

the system Provides for scouting data to be re-

duced into a much finer breakdown than the manual
method within the time constraints involved. The

coaching staff found their time Investment in
breaking down computerized scouting reports to be
between 10" and 40i of what it was with the pre-

viously used edged punched cards. The computer
runs take about 10 cpu seconds per game on an IBM

360/67. the NIP system would probably require
minor modification, Co match the naming conven-
tions of another coaching staff, but would be
usable to another team with similar report re-

quirements.

In summnrY, it is certainly clear that com-

puters are now an integral part of athletics.
There Aro certainly more applications than have
been referenced in this oaper. Just as certainly,

the creativity of computer people, coaches, Amin-
isttatdrs, and athletes will lead to many more use-
ful applications for the computer in the future to

help play ch:. game.
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